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New Universal Mail Find
I was browsing through eBay a week or so back and I noted a seller was selling a UK003
strip with a date code of 06/16. Universal Mail had just issued a re‐print dated 09/16 so I
contacted the seller to double‐check his listing and the seller confirmed it to be correct.
Having acquired the strip I can confirm the existence of a 06/16 re‐print in addition to the
recently discovered re‐print dated 09/16.
New Jersey Commemorative Stamp Sheet
Recently identified is a new Commemorative Stamp/Label sheet "Welcome to Jersey" from
Jersey Post (Cat ref JCS‐037).

I say "recently identified" as there is some suggestion from Jersey Post that this sheet was
issued on 27 June 2015 according to their website but judging by when it was made
available to the public I am pretty certain this is a relatively new offering and I would put
the issue date at no earlier than 1st March 2017. We have this sheet in stock and can
supply it at £25 per sheet plus £2 p+p. (31/03)
New B. Alan Smilers Discovery ten years on!
I am rarely surprised by events in the Smilers world, being a somewhat experimental area
for philately for both stamp producers and collectors alike. But after ten years a recent
event did catch me on the hop and brought a "smile" to my face!
I was recently contacted by a collector who was struggling to make sense of of my
reference lists for Themed Smilers Reference List for one particular issue that dates back to
2005. I refer to the pivotal issue by B. Alan (Stamps) Limited who had the foresight to issue
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a set of Smilers stamps for its new issues customers and commissioned a number of
customised stamp sheets with special labels. I say pivotal because these issues later found
their way into the Lighthouse Album pages as examples of Smilers collectible stamps. I am,
of course, referring to the iconic issues illustrated below.

A popular issue judging by the re‐print some months later which is distinguishable by a
change in background colour and the change of name from "Smilers" to "Smiles" ‐ a forced
change by Royal Mail.

Following the change in strap‐line from Royal Mail Group plc to Royal Mail Group Ltd B.
Alan (stamps) Ltd again re‐printed this issue but by this time Royal Mail had banned the
use of "Smilers" and "Smiles" on the labels so as not to confuse the public on RM branding
(nothing could be father from the truth!). This issue substituted "Smiles" for "Pictorials".
Note: label image ranged left.

These sheets were again re‐printed some time later when elliptical perforations were
introduced on these issues. Label image centered but high.
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These were the four issues listed in my Themed Smilers Reference List so it was entirely
understandable that a certain collector was having difficulty identifying a fifth variant in his
collection that had hitherto gone unrecorded.

After some investigation and cross checking with other collectors I can now confirm that
this new variant is in fact an example from a second re‐print of these issues. To clarify
further I have produced a more detailed information note (see ‐ http://www.smilers‐
info.com/notes/30 Smilers Small Format Varieties ‐ B Alan.pdf) which classifies these issues
further. I have also added a further information note (see ‐ http://www.smilers‐
info.com/notes/29 Smilers Small Format Varieties.pdf) on the self‐adhesive small format
Smilers varieties listing the various known printings and dates and should help when read
in conjunction with the B. Alan Smilers information note should help explain the existence
or non‐existence of certain stamp sheets. My Themed Smilers Reference List has also been
updated. It goes without saying that if you spot any errors or omissions please e‐mail me
any changes.
Finally on checking my stocks again I actually found three sets of these sheets of this
variant so I have added these to my Themed Smilers Sales List if anyone would like to add a
set of these sheets to their collection ‐ but be quick, only two left! (06/03)
A Deja‐Vu moment for Commemorative Stamp Sheet Collectors
I recently downloaded the March 2017 edition of Stanley Gibbons Monthly and was
casually browsing the pages when I had a déjà vu moment!
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On Page 12 under the Newsdesk banner, Stanley Gibbons announced the issue on 12
January of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Commemorative Sheet. What they failed to
point out is that it was issued over a year ago on 12 January 2016!! How could such a
mistake happen at such a prestigious publication? Never mind about fake news what
about old news! The lesson here is if you want to stay close to what's happening on the
Smilers scene keep reading these pages, keep smiling ‐ and it's free! (06/03)
New Universal Mail Re‐prints
Universal Mail are licensed to produce personalised stamp strips intended to be used on
international postcards up to 10g. They are available from a variety of tourist attractions
up and down the country. Thirteen re‐printed strips have recently been released and are
now included in an updated collectors guide featuring these personalised stamp strips. You
can download an updated copy at http://www.smilers‐info.com/UniversalMail_Guide.pdf
The re‐printed strips are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UM‐001f ‐ London Day ‐ 7th Edition (UK0001 12/16)
UM‐002f ‐ London Night ‐ 7th Edition (UK0002 12/16)
UM‐003f ‐ English Icons ‐ 7th Edition (UK0003 12/16)
UM‐007f ‐ London Eye ‐ 7th Edition (UK0007 12/16)
UM‐021f ‐ Scotland ‐ 7th Edition (UK0020 12/16)
UM‐041a ‐ Oxford ‐ 2nd Edition (UK0040 12/16)
UM‐042b ‐ Sussex ‐ 3rd Edition (UK0041 12/16)
UM‐047b ‐ Bath ‐ 3rd Edition (UK0046 12/16)
UM‐058c ‐ Animals Of Scotland ‐ 4th Edition (UK0057 12/16)
UM‐059c ‐ Scottish Icons ‐ 4th Edition (UK0058 12/16)
UM‐063d ‐ Inverness ‐ 5th Edition (UK0062 12/16)
UM‐081b ‐ Images of England ‐ 3rd Edition (UK0080 12/16)
UM‐120b ‐ Edinburgh ‐ 3rd Edition (UK0119 12/16)

I have a few complete sets of the above 13 strips available for immediate dispatch priced
at £104 incl. p+p to UK (£108 overseas). Individually they are priced at £8 + £2 p+p (UK)
and £8 + £3 p+p (Overseas). Please send me an e‐mail if you would like to reserve a set.
(05/03)
Finlandia 2017 Exhibition Sheet.
Royal Mail has provided additional information on the their forthcoming Exhibition Smilers
sheet due out on 24th May 2017 to coincide with their attendance at Finlandia 2017, to be
held at the Tampere Hall, Tampere, Finland between 24th and 28th May 2017. The sheet
will be available from Tallants House priced £13.30. (28/02)
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An open letter to Royal Mail Smilers Marketing Dept.
With the apparent demise of the Business Customised Stamp sheet, now a closer reality
than ever in my view, it is perhaps time for Royal Mail to take a fresh look at their Smilers
marketing strategy and adapt their product line to stimulate future sales of their Smilers
products.

Given the current trend in sales of Business Customised stamp sheets, as illustrated above,
it can only be a matter of time before these products are withdrawn by Royal Mail. They
never reached the businesses they were aimed at, perhaps because the production process
was too time consuming and minimum orders too costly. Historically, the main source of
revenue for Royal Mail has been from philatelic dealers and cover producers and now
there are signs that these dealers and cover producers appear to be deserting the sinking
ship as costs increase and collector interest wanes. Time perhaps to review your Smilers
marketing strategy ‐ who are you aiming the products at? Here is an alternative vision of
the future.
The key to increasing sales is to make the product infinitely more adaptable to a broader
range of customers. RM need to recognise that to achieve volume sales customers need to
be able to use their creative talents to the full ‐ RM's Smilers products need to be relatively
simple to produce, lower cost and easier to obtain via an on‐line order system offering a
When
rapid turn around time of no more than say five working days ‐ not six weeks!.
Jersey Post approached me for an opinion on how they should structure their personalised
sheets I advised them to print their stock sheets with blank labels and background as
Australia Post had done when they first issued their P‐Stamps sheets back in 2000. Their
subsequent product launch seems to have been well received and they have been able to
issue a variety of interesting and colourful collectible sheets at relatively low cost as a
result. Jersey Post design and print the customised label designs and background to suit
the event but don't have to involve external printers to produce their commemorative
sheets. What I advocate is similar but takes the concept a step further ‐ produce your
sheets as a blank canvas and let the public design the background and labels in whatever
quantities they require and give a discount for larger orders. I see this approach being
successfully adopted in other parts of the world and to make the point here is a recent
example from Ukraine. Here is the basic sheet format and an example of what one creative
customer produced!
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I also suggest Royal Mail consider reducing the number of stamps sold per sheet to say
five. These new Smilers products could then retail at around £8 a sheet and offer a lower
cost alternative to £30‐£75 Business Customised Stamp Sheets sold in the UK. Here is a
suggested layout for a new look 5‐stamp A4 sheet. The area within the frame line provides
a blank canvas for the customer's uploaded background image whilst label images can be
in a different design(s). The existing or refreshed range of Smilers stamps would allow a
customer to tie‐in the stamp theme with the overall sheet design/theme.

In 2016, only fourteen different Business Customised Stamp sheet designs were produced
and of these at least four were designed, produced and marketed by Royal Mail. Of the
other ten sheets, two (Game of Thrones and Tomb Raider) were not produced in large
quantities and another two were produced by the PTS (around 2,000 each). This leaves
only six sheets with production runs of around 500 each at best! Given these figures one
has to question the future of the Business Customised Stamp sheet. (27/01)
Women in The Forces from Buckingham
News has reached us of a new Buckingham Business Sheet due out at the end of March (28
March 2017) commemorating Women in the Forces. It is 100 years since the formation of
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps and to commemorate this event Buckingham have
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teamed up with the Imperial War Museum to produce this stamp sheet which features as
its background a famous poster artwork of women in the war.

With 10 1st class Union Flag DS Smilers stamps and ten labels each featuring different
organisations throughout the years the sheet is available for advance purchase from the
Buckingham website under stock reference BCSHEET92 priced £29.95 excl. p+p. (25/02)
Up Helly Aa 2017
Readers may remember an article from this time last year when I featured the Smilers
covers produced by the Up Helly Aa committee to mark the Up Helly Aa Fire Festival held
in Lerwick at the end of January each year. I produced an information note detailing the
various covers issued annually from 2007 and the Up Helly Aa Committee have just issued
their 2017 Smilers cover signed by the Guizer Jarl for 2017. Apparently to be a right guizer
you also have to be leader of the local Vikings!
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I can offer this cover at £7.50 incl. p+p and as a Special Offer I can supply a set of all 12
covers issued to date (including the above 2017 cover) for the special price of £60 incl.
p+p. Just click on this link to find out more about the previous covers issued in this series.
Send me an e‐mail if you would like to order the above cover or the set of 12 covers for
£60 incl. p+p. If that were not enough to wet your appetite, I decided to produce my own
Up Helly Aa Smilers sheet and cover this year and these can be seen and ordered over on
my e‐shop website under Special Offers. They make an interesting addition to any
collection involving Vikings, Scottish Islands, Carriage labels etc., and the added benefit is
that the Smilers sheet was printed on the Glorious Scotland error sheet bearing the Saltire
stamp instead of the Rampant Lion. Just how long these sheets will be around is anyone's
guess! (21/02)

http://ridgewood.go‐ecommerce.com/shopping/site/Product/up‐helly‐aa‐2017‐ts‐527‐1440653

http://ridgewood.go‐ecommerce.com/shopping/site/Product/up‐helly‐aa‐2017‐no‐2‐ts‐527‐cov‐1440736
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Spring Stampex Report
Well Spring Stampex 2017 has come and gone and somewhat disappointingly, I have little
to report for the Smilers collector. There was of course the Spring Stampex Smilers sheet
on offer for visitors to the show, held between 15th and 18th February 2017 at the
Business Design Centre, Islington and I am pleased to say we have received our stocks of
this sheet and can now supply this for £20.00 to UK mainland incl. of p+p.

It is also something of a milestone in that it is the 500th Business Customised sheet to have
been produced since they were launched 15 years ago, although recent numbers are down
on previous years with little activity from the mainstays of the Business Customised world ‐
Benham, Buckingham and Bradbury. I did bump into John Chapman who advised that his
planned Masonic Stamp sheet is on course for delivery by April and he also reported that
the printing time for these sheets has come down from 8 weeks to 4 weeks again indicative
of the drop in popularity (or rise in cost) of these sheets. He did provide me with a
promotional flyer for this sheet which I have scanned and made available as a
downloadable Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) file. Click on the image below to download the flyer.
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I attended the Royal Mail Key Accounts briefing on the second day of the show and in
terms of Smilers 2017 looks to be a rather quiet year. There are no personalised Smilers
planned, particularly as this year sees the Christmas issue revert to a religious theme and
from comments made it is believed that Royal Mail feel it inappropriate to issue
personalised stamp sheets bearing religious themed stamps. This would follow the pattern
set in 2016 when there no personalised stamp sheets issued. No firm decision has been
made so we will have to wait and see. In terms of generic sheets ‐ there are two planned:
a Hello from Royal Mail Expo sheet planned for 24th May to coincide with Finlandia 2017
event to be held between the 24th and 28th May. No images available but will provide
when these become available but it follows the now well established 20 x Hello DS format
stamps set against a background of the host city. The Lunar Year of the Dog sheet (a rather
predictable design no doubt) will follow on 15th November 2017, which just about sums up
the Smilers agenda for 2017. There are three Commemorative Stamp sheets planned for
2017. The Postal Museum sheet already announced has been delayed due to delays with
the opening of the Postal Museum itself and Royal Mail have decided to delay this issue
until the Autumn Stampex event on 13 September 2017. On 13 June 2017 Royal Mail are
planning to issue a Commemorative Stamp sheet with a Royal theme ‐ more later when
further details are available and also in June Royal Mail will be issuing a commemorative
stamp sheet on the 30th June marking the 150th anniversary of the establishment of the
Dominion of Canada which will no doubt raise a cheer by the Brexiters amongst us!
Finally, spotted on the first day of the show, was a photo booth located adjacent to the
Stamp Active stand on the mezzanine floor. Being an inquisitive sought I established that
Stanley Gibbons had sponsored the booth for the day and that visitors to the show could
obtain (free of charge) a truly personalised stamp memento of the show, albeit these were
not valid for postage! It was a disappointment to me that Royal Mail could not have been
more creative with a personalised Smilers booth this year offering a limited edition of their
Mr. Grumpy Smilers sheet! (21/02)
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Isle of Anglesey Philatelic Bureau ‐ New Themed Sheet
The Isle of Anglesey Philatelic Bureau which is fronted by Martin Husband, appears to have
taken a leaf out of the Isle of Pabay stamps run by Jeff Harris, in that in addition to the
carriage labels produced for the carrying of letters from the islands to the mainland,
Martin has embraced Smilers sheets as a themed product line available for collectors.
Recently issued is the third Smilers sheet from the Isle of Anglesey Philatelic Bureau ‐
Bardsey Island, which sits off the northwest coast of Wales south of the Isle of
Anglesey. From a limited edition of 10 sheets, this sheet (TS‐528) is currently available
from the sheet producer Martin Husband (angleseystamps@gmail.com) priced £40
each.

Interestingly, when this sheet was produced by Martin he received one sheet which was
printed on old stocks of the Smilers sheet printing so there is at least one variant available
of this sheet (TS‐528a) from the first printing of this sheet (distinguishable by the white box
lower left and the Royal Mail plc strap line). (13/01)
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Lunar Year of the Rooster ‐ Follow Up
Earlier this month I featured news about a new coin cover being issued by the Westminster
Collection to commemorate the Lunar Year of the Rooster. This cover is now available for
purchase from the Westminster Collection and, as we had suspected, was produced by the
Westminster Collection using stamps/labels from the customised range of Smilers ("Big
Bang") rather than the Business Customised Stamp sheet products used previously.

I have produced a limited number of sheets of the customised stamps bearing an image
similar to that chosen by the Westminster Collection aimed at those who would like to
collect a sheet of stamps along with their Westminster Coin Cover.

The sheet is priced at £40 + p+p and you can find this sheet in my Themed Smilers Shop
page
(http://ridgewood.go‐ecommerce.com/shopping/mall/ridgewood/Category/gb‐
themed‐smilers‐sheets‐66620?button=&pageNo=3&pag=true) if interested in buying this
sheet. Just click on the above link to visit the shop. (10/01)
Lunar Year of the Rooster
The Westminster Collection has produced a new Smilers coin cover to commemorate the
arrival of the Chinese New Year which for 2017 is the Year of the Rooster. This was
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anticipated and expected and follows a number of similar issues in previous years. What is
apparent from initial contact with this company is that there will be no new cancelled to
order sheets this year due to poor interest in previous years. The coin cover is currently
available from the Westminster Collection website priced a whooping £95.00 which states
that these are from a limited edition of 250 covers. In our opinion this is another example
of how out of touch this company is from collector sentiment and interest.

The stamp/label used in the production of these covers appears to have been produced
using the Royal Mail business customised stamp sheet service. Images that touch the
simulated perforations are only available through this service, the personalised stamp
sheet service limits images to within a defined white border. However, it has been
confirmed by Westminster Collection that this particular Smilers stamp was produced
using the personalised stamp sheet service and as such there are no sheets available this
year. I think the problem lies in that this is an artists impression of the stamp/label and
cover and I would expect the actual product to have a white border around the label image
‐ if not someone is telling me porky pies or is misinformed themselves! (30/01)
Laura Croft ‐ Tomb Raider
Last week I received an e‐mail from a long time contributor to these columns (Keith
Wraight) with news of a new Business Customised Stamp sheet which had slipped through
our nets.
Keith's e‐mail brought news of a brand new business sheet produced by a company called
Square Enix (previously Eidos Interactive) who market a successful video game franchise ‐
Tomb Raider. The main character featured in the video game is Laura Croft and it is 20
years since the first game appeared in 1996. To mark this event Square Enix collaborated
with Crystal Dynamics (and I suspect Royal Mail) to produce a refreshingly different
business sheet which first appeared last October.
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BC‐498 ‐ Rise of the Tomb Raider
The good news is that the sheet is still available for purchase from the producers at their
web site. The bad news is that supplies are limited to one per person so those without
access to a computer or who distrust buy‐ on‐ line purchases are going to find it tough to
acquire one. Click here to go to the relevant purchase page at their website.

The sheet is from a limited printing of 400 sheets and retails at a competitive £19.96 per
sheet ‐ the year Lara Croft made her debut on console. It is supplied in an attractive
protective sleeve and represents excellent value for the business customised stamp sheet
collector. (27/01)
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Another Westminster Sheet Variety Identified
Readers may recall that over the past few years there have been a number of re‐print
varieties identified by collectors relating to the Business Customised Stamp sheets
produced by The Westminster Collection. Earlier this month I received an e‐mail from
Robert McRitchie with news of yet another re‐print variety that has only recently been
identified, some nine years after its original issue! Issued on 1st January 2008, The
Westminster Collection issued a Business Customised Stamp sheet under the banner of
The History Of The Royal Air Force on the occasion of the 90th Anniversary of the RAF.

The sheet retailed at about £19.99 per sheet + p&p, normal for the period, but was
otherwise quite unremarkable. It was an unnumbered sheet produced to support an RAF
cover collection marketing campaign and sold as an inducement to purchase a 90th
Anniversary of the RAF cover collection produced by The Westminster Collection.
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I remember being "suckered" in to signing up for this collection but cancelled later when I
discovered that it included covers from such far flung places as British Indian Ocean
Territory. It took me a while to figure out what was going on but I eventually understood
that Harry Allen (who owned The Westminster Collection) was also the "Crown Agent"
responsible for producing stamps for these so‐called countries ‐ literally a license to print
money and by combining themes and anniversaries he could work these to his advantage ‐
if you get my drift! Clearly there was no mention of covers from other nations and as I
recall they were quite expensive for what they were!

The introduction letter ‐ but no mention of the following covers!

Anyway, enough of my rants about The Westminster Collection, back to the new
discovery!
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It would appear that in spite of my personal views about this rip‐off cover collection, the
general public couldn't get enough of them and Harry had to ask Royal Mail to print more
sheets to meet market demand. Unfortunately for Harry it was at a time when Royal Mail
went through a period of changing their commercial trading name from Royal Mail plc to
Royal Mail Ltd and it seems that Harry had to adapt the artwork on his designs to reflect
this. The re‐print carries a different Royal Mail strap‐line from the original.

BC‐128 (Type 1 ‐ plc)

BC‐128a (Type 2 ‐ Ltd)

I have managed to secure a small number of copies of each of the above sheets and can
now offer from stock either variety at £39.95 incl. p+p. It's time to check your collection
and identify which one you have! (20/01)
Isle of Pabay Smilers ‐ Update
Readers may recall that I recently featured the forthcoming Isle of Pabay Smilers sheet
which traditionally appears during December and features some aspect of island life. This
year was no exception with the promised Smilers sheet and cover issued just after
Christmas ‐ here they are as delivered:
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TS‐525 ‐ Isle of Pabay 2017 Smilers sheet

TS‐525 ‐ Isle of Pabay 2017 Smilers sheet FDC

However, you may imagine my surprise when I discovered mixed in with my order an
additional sheet featuring a certain Glorious Scotland sheet bearing the Saltire Flag stamp.

TS‐525a ‐ Isle of Pabay 2017 Smilers error sheet

For those of you who may not recognise this sheet with the Saltire Flag stamp, don't worry,
you won't be alone! This sheet does not in theory exist according to Royal Mail and should
never have been issued by Royal Mail. Some readers may recollect the article I featured in
November 2016 (see Q4‐2016 ‐ Personalised Smiler Varieties p4).
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This is what Royal Mail told me three years ago:
“Please accept my sincere apologies for the delay getting back to you. Our investigations
have revealed that the Smilers sheet you have been trying to purchase were created as a
result of a print error. As such I regret to inform you that further sheets of this configuration
cannot be printed. I recognise that this news may prove disappointing to you, particularly
as your two most recent purchases where geared towards obtaining this design of Smilers
sheet."
In trying to understand this mix up I think you have to take a step back and look at the way
Smilers sheets are ordered by the public these days. There are primarily two options: On‐
line or via a phone app. When one orders the sheets you order by choosing the stamp not
the stamp sheet design and that's fine as long as there is only one sheet design per stamp
but in the case of the Saltire Stamp these have been a couple of Royal Mail blunders
already documented which means there are at least three different sheet designs that
have been produced using this stamp.
Firstly there is the Smilers for Scotland sheet as featured in the intended design for this
years Isle of Pabay sheet (see above). Then there is the curious case of the re‐printed
Glorious Scotland sheet reprinted three years ago with the wrong stamp. We were
informed by Royal Mail that this was an error and sheets were not available but clearly
someone has forgotten to destroy these stocks and they have been left in some cupboard
or other for the past three years.
As I reported last November the original design of the Smilers for Scotland sheet was the
only regional stamp sheet not to have been re‐printed with square edged perforations and
I suspect what has happened is that as stocks of this sheet have been exhausted
contracted staff have been opening cupboards and found a hoard of Glorious Scotland
sheets and have started using these.
The unexpected appearance of the Castles of Scotland sheet in personalised format as
reported here last October, (see Q4‐2016 ) may also be connected to the apparent inability
of Royal Mail's Smiler team to order the correct reprints to replace dwindling stocks of the
Smilers for Scotland sheet ‐ the only sheet that should be available with the Saltire flag
stamp!
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To test my dwindling stocks theory I did order a few sheets last week and earlier this week
I received the following which bears an image of a Glasgow to London Royal Mail stage
coach.

CS‐36a ‐ Glorious Scotland Error Sheet

I have also obtained a few of the Isle of Pabay error sheets (TS‐525a) and it and the above
Royal Mail Coach error sheet above (CS‐036a) are available at £60 each including p+p. If
interested please e‐mail your requirements. Supplies are small and when they are gone
they are gone!(12/01)
Spring STAMPEX 2017
With New Year now well and truly behind us, our thoughts turn to the PTS Spring STAMPEX
event to be held between 15th and 18th February 2017 at the usual venue, Business
Design Centre, Islington. For this show the PTS have adopted a Mr Men Little Miss theme
although why exactly is not clear since this event seems to have come and gone!
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We shall be stocking this sheet and can supply to any reader who can't make the show at
the pre‐show price of £20 each including p+p. If you would like to reserve one please drop
me an e‐mail. (11/01)
Happy New Year
May I take this opportunity of wishing all Smilers collectors everywhere a somewhat
belated happy and prosperous New Year. A couple of months ago I posed a Holiday Quiz
question and either I'm too old or everybody was busy doing other stuff because this failed
to attract a single response. If you recall it was posed following the feature on the Royal
Mail Chinese New Year sheet which included the following:
Commencing in 2012 with the Year of the Dragon, we are half way through the cycle with
the sixth issue for 2017, being the Year of the Rooster. Looking forward to the next six years
may we look forward to the following Royal Mail generic sheets, who knows!
•
•
•
•
•
•

2018 – Dog
2019 – Pig
2020 – Rat
2021 – Ox
2022 – Tiger
2023 – Rabbit"

The Holiday Quiz question posed was: Which pop band has their eye on 2022?
The clue was Eye of the Tiger as performed by Survivor! Gong Xi Fa Cai for 2017! (10/01)
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